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Abstract
In order to create a computer program, one must write code in a programming language.
My interest is in the teaching of these languages. Although programming languages are much
simpler and easier to learn than normal human languages, they have extremely strict rules. Even
a single typo can crash the entire program. Every programming language has basic features keywords, syntax - that programmers new to the language cannot simply guess. To learn these
features (or remember them), one has to either take a course on the language or look up examples
of the features.
For my Honors thesis, I am creating a website, Isharine Code (https://isharine.com), that
lists many code examples in a single programming language: Python. The purpose of these code
examples is not to show how to do common programming problems in the language, but to show
all the basic features of the language.
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Introduction
Isharine Code is just one of many code example websites already on the Internet.
However, these websites tend to be unsophisticated. Ichinco (2018) found:
Current example code suggestions do not typically enable users to tinker with or explore
examples without inserting them into the user’s code. Some allow execution of the entire
code snippet, along with a visualization of the entire code snippet output, but do not allow
changes or selecting a specific part of the code to execute. When watching the execution
of a whole code snippet, it might be hard, especially for a novice, to determine which
elements of code have which effect. Enabling a user to tinker with an example without
inputting it into their code might enable them to better understand each element of a code
example before they try to implement it themselves. This could prevent novices from
creating new errors when using new code.1

Isharine Code has all of the features recommended here. Users can run the code examples
directly on the website, change the code, and run parts of the code.
Isharine Code is best used as a reference while the user is working with Python
somewhere else, either for school or on a website such as HackerRank, in which users solve
programming challenges. Since Isharine Code lists the basic features of Python rather than
outright solutions to common programming problems, it can assist users without giving them the
answers. Isharine Code likely will not be sufficient to teach the user Python by itself.
Isharine Code is intended for users with at least some experience at programming, such
as students who have previously learned another programming language. Since the website is
composed almost entirely of examples, with few comments or explanations, a user who does not
have at least a minor understanding of programming concepts might have great difficulty
understanding the code examples.

1

(Ichinco, 2018)
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Similar Websites
To get a better idea of the quality of other code example websites, I did research
examining some of them. I made a checklist of useful features for a code example
website that make the code on the website easier to understand:
● Does the website highlight keywords and other pieces of code that have special
meanings in the programming language?
● Can the user run the code examples on the website in order to see what they do
(or can the user at least see the output of the code)?
● Can the user modify the code examples on the website?
● Can the user run specific parts of code examples to see what those parts do?
My process of choosing websites to research had two steps. First, I selected specific
websites I knew were either popular or notable that had substantial lists of Python code
examples. These were tutorialspoint.com (a major website with tutorials on many aspects of
computer science), w3schools.com (a major website with tutorials on Python and several other
programming languages), and docs.python.org (the official online manual for Python). My basis
for considering tutorialspoint.com and w3schools.com “popular websites” comes from their
Alexa rank. The website Alexa ranks websites by how frequently they are visited and how much
time viewers spend on them. As of 4/22/19, w3schools.com was ranked the 150th most popular
website in the world,2 and tutorialspoint.com was ranked 444th.3
Second, I did a Google search for “python code examples” and examined every website
that appeared on the first page.

2
3

(Alexa, 4/22/19)
(Alexa, 4/22/19)
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Here were the results:

Website

Syntax
Can code
highlighting? examples be run
(or can we at
least see the
output)?

Can code
examples be
modified?

Can parts of
code examples
be run?

isharine.com

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

tutorialspoint.com

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

w3schools.com

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

docs.python.org

Yes

No

No

No

pythonforbeginners.
com

Yes

Yes

No

No

geeksforgeeks.org

Yes

Yes

No

No

sanfoundry.com

Yes

Yes

No

No

programiz.com

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

sandbox.mc.edu/~be No
nnet/python/code/

No

No

No

learnpython.org

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

makeuseof.com/tag/
basic-python-examp
les-learn-fast/

Yes

No

No

No

github.com/geekco
mputers/Python

Yes

No

No

No

wiki.python.org/moi No
n/SimplePrograms

No

No

No

pythoncentral.io

Yes

No

No

Yes
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According to my research, code example websites tend to lack one or more of the useful
features that Isharine Code has. That is not to say that my website is superior to all of these;
Tutorialspoint, W3Schools, and several of the other sites I examined have plenty of other
features Isharine Code does not have, such as code examples from languages other than Python.
And of course, some of those sites are barely any more professional than my own website. But it
is at least notable that my website has a useful feature - letting the user run parts of the code that even some major code example websites do not have.

Technology
I put Isharine Code on the Internet by having it hosted on a site called GitHub Pages. Had
I not done that, I would have to host the website myself, using one of my own computers as a
server. The problem with that option is that the Internet speed in my house is very slow (less than
1 Mbps at its fastest), so the website would be very slow for anyone who accessed it. Opening
my computer to the Internet could also pose major security risks, especially since I am giving
hackers a place to run code.
Using GitHub Pages has its own problems, however. Because GitHub Pages does not let
me put files on the server hosting the website, the code for the website must be entirely
client-side. This prevents Isharine from compiling code in most languages. The only
programming language for which I could find an entirely client-side implementation is Python.
That is why Isharine is currently Python-only. Limiting the scope of this project to just one
language also makes it more feasible to complete in the timeframe of this thesis project.

9

Python also happens to be a good choice; according to the TIOBE index, which measures
the popularity of programming languages, Python’s popularity has soared in the past few years.

4

Isharine runs Python code using a script which I obtained from skulpt.org, a website
whose primary purpose is to share this particular script.
Isharine also uses another module called CodeMirror, downloaded from codemirror.net.
CodeMirror lets the website have better text fields for putting code examples. Because of
CodeMirror, the code on Isharine has syntax highlighting and line numbers.

Process
In my work on Isharine Code, I attempted to follow a rigorous process of software
development known as Scrum. Early on in this process, I had to create a Product Backlog, a
Google Sheets file listing the features the website should have (functional requirements) as well
4

(TIOBE, 2019)
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as the constraints the website design must follow (non-functional requirements). For each
feature, I had to explicitly state what the feature was, what kinds of users would want such a
feature, and why they would want it.

In total, I identified 11 requirements to implement (the picture above shows the first two).
Following Scrum, I divided my time working on the project into several Sprints. For this
project, I did three Sprints, each two weeks long.
● Sprint 1: 3/11/19 - 3/25/19
● Sprint 2: 3/25/19 - 4/8/19
● Sprint 3: 4/8/19 - 4/22/19
At the beginning of each Sprint, I had to choose some of the tasks from the Product
Backlog to put in another backlog for that Sprint. During the Sprint, I would only work on
implementing requirements I had put in the current Sprint Backlog.
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Every day during the Sprint that I am doing work on this project, I must do a Scrum. This
requires me to answer three questions:
1. What have I accomplished since the previous Scrum?
2. What will I do before the next Scrum?
3. What obstacles are impeding my progress?
For example:
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The Isharine System

Isharine Code has sixteen Python code example sections. The sections are organized by
the features of Python they demonstrate. Each section contains not so much a program as a
sequence of commands, with each command showing something different that can be done in
Python.
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The code in each section can be run by pressing the button next to the code. The output of
the code appears on the right.

The user can also edit the code to try new things out, and can run the new code.

14

The user can also run a specific part of the code by selecting it before pressing the button.
This allows the user to more easily tell what a specific part of the code does.

15

On the left of the screen, there is a list of the code sections. The user can click on one of
the links in the list to jump straight to the section they’re looking for.
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Future Work
One major extension of Isharine Code would be to include code examples for
programming languages other than Python. If I were to do this, I would start with examples for
Java, C, and C++, because those are the other 3 languages currently in the top 4 of the TIOBE
Index,5 and I have some experience with each of those. I have no plans to implement this during
my work on my Honors Thesis, but I could potentially work on it after I graduate.

5

(TIOBE, 2019)
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